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Family and society 

The generation gap and the duties of all your family members. Your parents and important 

events that happen in your family.  

Culture and the Arts 

Different types of art, what cultural events you attend in your life and place of living. Your 

opinions on art and culture. Different musical and dance styles. Famous artists. Fine arts.  

Sports 

Sports and places where you can play them and people that enjoy doing them. Equipment 

needed for different types of sports. 

Home and housing 

The place where you live (building) and how people live in your country. Housing in different 

countries. 

Shopping and services 

Different types of shopping and about your own shopping style and choice. Your shopping 

habits.  

Human body and healthcare 

A healthy lifestyle and how to maintain it and about different illnesses and medical conditions 

and how to treat them. Food poisoning and broken limbs. Types of lifestyles. 

Transport and travelling 

Different types of transport and its meaning in your life. Advantages and disadvantages of 

different means of travel. Travelling on holiday. 

Education 

The education system in your country and organization of school days. University education 

and obtaining academic titles. Different types of lessons. 

Jobs 

Interesting jobs, different types of jobs and the process of a job interview. Jobs that you find 

interesting. Important facts in your Curriculum Vitae. Getting pocket money from parents. 



Human relationships 

All the relationships in your life and how they change in lifetime. Marriage at a young age. 

Man and Nature 

Protection of the environment in the world, in your country and different weather conditions. 

Influence of weather on people´s mood. Environmental issues in your country. 

Science and Technology 

Technological inventions that improve life and households, new changes in the world. Making 

life easier with inventions compared to the past. 

Man and Society 

Manners important in the world and your country (greetings, table manners, etc.). Ethics and 

ethical treatment in a workplace. Customs in different countries. 

Communication and Its Forms 

Different forms and means of communication in situations. Communication on the Internet. 

Asking to borrow something from a relative. Conflicts between people. 

Mass-Media 

Types of magazines and newspapers and their use and form. Advertisement and its meaning in 

life. Magazines and newspapers that you read in your free time. Programs you like watching. 

Young People and Their World 

Living with young people and communicating with them. Dangers and exploitation of young 

people and children. Programs for young people.  

Food 

Your favorite food. Different types of diets. Food used on different occasions. Typical food in 

your country. Christmas dinner. 

Free Times, Hobbies and Lifestyle 

Leisure time activities and facilities. After - school activities. Buying tickets for a concert. 

Going to festivals. 

Multicultural society 

Learning foreign languages. Differences between countries. Open-mindedness and tolerance 

towards others. 

Countries, Towns and Places 

Types of living, living in different places and conditions. Holiday places in your country.  

 



Books and Literature 

Genres of books to read and where to read them. Bookshops and their significance in selling 

books. Books and literature you like to read and why. 

Clothing and Fashion 

Role of clothes in our life. What to wear for different occasions. Significance of fashion in 

one´s life. Fashion trends in people´s lives. Clothing for different seasons. 

Examples and Idols 

Types of idols and their characteristics, idols in your country and charity work. Your favorite 

famous person. Negative role models. 

The Country Whose Language I am Learning 

Life in The United States of America, Britain, Canada and other English-speaking countries 

and their interesting places, customs, and traditions. Holidays (backpacking) in these 

countries. 

Slovakia 

Typical characteristics of Slovaks and their life and language. Interesting places in your 

region. Trips to your country and where to go. Weather conditions in different seasons. 

Human relationships 

Different qualities of people. Friendships and treatment of the disabled. Charity organizations, 

their cause and helping people. 

 

 


